Some unofficial notes and comments based on discussion by those after the CRC so can be used for reference and improve future CRC’s. Discussion occurred after the Virtual GoTo Meeting on Friday Aug 21/2020.

goals of the CRC – to met and efficiently go thru items on time

- Expect in-person CRC will resume once travel restrictions are lifted
- Got business done but missing are the social events that the CRC provides
- Fall needs to start with chapter meetings and re-establishing membership value
- CRC is about networking so miss when doing as a GoTo Meeting
- Less social elements to the CRC
- CRC worked well -basecamp for central locations for online files
- Doing workshops before the CRC got them out of the way
- Concern about chapter operations if all eMeetings and no costs; looking for wa to retain membership when no in person meetings
- Lack of communication from Society on new mode of operation for chapters
- What should chapters be doing for membership
- Some chapters have a social portion which is now limited
- Some chapters getting better attendance (novelty or better program as can now have virtual presenters)
- In person meeting may still keep remote DL’s which might provide better availability
- TC meetings now virtual and getting some additional people attend
- Need to reach out to members; ask for support
- Learning how to engage new ways to get to members
- If presentations are good then get good attendance
- Might need to change chapter meetings to lunch time
- Workshops that had in person report by attendee
- Workshop – not sure attendees are paying attention
- Workshops had good attendance
- Evaluation of meetings using online forms could be demonstrated
- Organization of CRC – should have a virtual chair
- CRC on screen presentations well done
- Regional stat table tool good for comparisons
- Member promotion getting better responses
- Smaller chapters need help so do not have recycle of same people
- Maybe look at joint CRC and if virtual meetings are possible
- Likes the social hour and awards ceremony; got some kids on camera
- Have a registration online ahead of time would help to know who would attend